Minimum Chase Requirements for Standard Wall Installation

Dimensional Data (inches and [mm]) are Subject to Manufacturing Tolerances and Change Without Notice

**Horizontal Adjustable Carriers**

- Z1203-ND4
  - Double in Metal Stud Wall

- Z1203-N4
  - Single in Metal Stud Wall

- Z1203-ND4
  - Double in Block Wall

- Z1203-N4
  - Single in Block Wall

**Vertical Adjustable Carriers**

- Z1204-ND4
  - Double in Metal Stud Wall

- Z1204-N4
  - Single in Metal Stud Wall

- Z1204-ND4
  - Double in Block Wall

- Z1204-N4
  - Single in Block Wall
Minimum Chase Requirements for Standard Wall Installation

Dimensional Data (inches and [mm]) are Subject to Manufacturing Tolerances and Change Without Notice

**Horizontal Adjustable Carriers**

- **Z1203-ND4**
  - Pre-Fabricated Installation
  - Double in Block Wall

- **Z1209-ND4**
  - Double in Stud Wall

**Vertical Adjustable Carriers**

- **Z1209-N4**
  - Single in Stud Wall
  
**Vertical Adjustable Carriers**

- **Z1203-N4**
  - Pre-Fabricated Installation
  - Single in Block Wall

**Horizontal Adjustable Carriers**

- **Z1208-N4**
  - Single in Stud Wall

**Horizontal Adjustable Carriers**

- **Z1203-ND4**
  - Pre-Fabricated Installation
  - Double in Block Wall

- **Z1209-ND4**
  - Double in Block Wall

**Vertical Adjustable Carriers**

- **Z1209-N4**
  - Single in Block Wall
Hanger Plate Carriers

Z1221
for Lavatory

Z1221
for Lavatory w/ Clearance
for Waste Pipe

Z1222
for Urinal

Z1222
for Urinal w/ Clearance
for Waste Pipe

Arm Lavatory Carriers

Z1231
Concealed Arm

Z1231
Concealed Arm w/
Clearance for Waste Pipe

Z1236
Exposed Arm

Z1236
Exposed Arm w/
Clearance for Waste Pipe

Dimensional Data (inches and [mm]) are Subject to Manufacturing Tolerances and Change Without Notice